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eBlessings International Daily Devotional Archives
enrich, inspire, encourage, bless, and empower spiritual warriors for end-time battles!

Devotionals Designed to Empower and Grow Our Spirits

MARCH 2010 MARCH 2010 MARCH 2010
IDD 2004 IDD 2005 IDD 2006 IDD 2007 IDD 2008 IDD 2009 IDD 2010

Visit DOT, and WOW Empowerment Series, plus Prophecy, Spiritual Keys & Lessons, IA, PP and more...

Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!

* * * * *
The is no such thing as earthquake proof anything. Do not live in denial of the

truth. This is not global warming, its earth regeneration. The earth will survive its
regeneration. Will you? The MESSIAH is coming! !MARANATHA!

“But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the
heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt
with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall be
burned up.”

2 PETER 3:10 (KJ)

nd of the World? 2012—The Movie. Part One. Emmanuel Blessings to all

of Father’s Creation. The Favor of the Lord Christ Jesus be upon every living

thing to move all towards and live now in His Will, and Divine Nature and Obey

the Voice of the Father and His Christ. Selah and Amen Holy Father!

Let me us these devotionals as a stage to tell you things which need to be

told in addition to the devotional itself. Be aware that when I was “divinely

delivered’ from the crack cocaine demon, the lies of the antichrist were revealed

to me on a daily basis and thus the book series, “The Flesh Soul versus the Spirit

Soul Series.” Is JESUS a crackhead? Is the introductory book with the first book

awaiting me to transition it into a perfect bound book. AC Brown’s two books

have played interference and are about to be complete. So Asekor and all, I

apologize for the mistakes in yesterday’s devotional. I was falling asleep between

the first page and the second; that is how tired I was. Instead of being critical,all,

know that this “eBlessings” work is disastrous for satan’s kingdom and therefore

he is sending his minions to disrupt, delay, and attempt to stop it anyway

possible.

I know a Father unlike any other and His Angels have been keeping watch

over me and allowing me to continue to receive the spiritual Manna from the
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Father’s Throne Room. And that is what you must know, do not whisper or think

what you are receiving is not from Him. Blasphemy will keep you out of Heaven.

When I was first delivered, the first few years, the Holy Spirit and Jeremiah my

guardian Angel was speaking to me and teaching me many things most of which

are located in the Devotional Archives on the eBlessing site and on two, now

three notebooks which are like spiritual gold, silver or platinum to me. Soon after

that period, Jesus would speak every now and then, but He would always,

almost daily ask me, when I went looking for a j-o-b: “Isn’t working for me

enough?” Or “Don’t I give you enough to do.” Or “What? You do not like working

for Me?” Or “Anthony, why are you going to look for a job? You have a job with

me. Go home.” And today, when I look for a job there is consternation in His

Voice and I have great concern—do not want to upset the Lord Jesus, especially

not the Father.

The Father has spoken to me about four or five times. But the Saints of old,

the Prophets, Christ Jesus, and Father’s Holy Family have and do speak to me

daily; with King David coming into me at The Cathedral one Sunday when I was

praying for the Holy Spirit to fall upon the congregation, King David, came into

me and I danced around that church front in submission. Jesus now speaks to

me now as often as the Holy Spirit. And Jesus wants me to move into Revelation

and write devotionals about that eventuality which is presently bearing down

upon us. I want to deal with the Hebrew question in Romans 11 (which is in

direct conflict with the Messiah and St. John), which I believe put Paul in

darkness, i.e., in a 20-40 foot pit with a 1 foot square hole for light; hear in

“darkness.”

So after this present devotional series, please brace yourself for the last

series of Revelation devotionals. I do not what is in those devotionals and will not

know until I sit here at the computer and read and listen to the Scriptures the

Lord Jesus and the Holy Spirit direct me to read. Sometimes it is a scary thing

because I do not know what I am going to see. I believe as I end that series and

begin on what the Lord Jesus has for me to share with you, or world will be

crumbling before your very eyes and you will be in deep frustration and

consternation and in that part of the Bible which says, “their hearts will fail.” Not

to worry if you are saved though. Great peace and joy awaits you. But remember

End of Days is fast approaching. Explanation to follow.
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Now let me get started with this. Our Creator, Father God is Omnipresent. He

is there with you right now in the form of Christ. He never leaves you. Your

guardian Angel never leaves you. Speak to the LORD. Speak to your Angels,

they will help you more if you speak to them. Acknowledge Me in all thy ways

and I will direct your paths. (Proverbs 3:5-6) Remember, test the spirits; they

are among us and are not afraid of us when they should be—that is because you

do not know who you are in Christ—the Sons and Daughters of the Father. Act

like it! Live like it! Be strong in the Lord! Because you are!

I didn’t know if this devotional would be one part or more. Now I know. Hang

on and bless your eyes to receive. Do not forget to use my secret prayer on the

eBlessings’ Prayer Page. The Movie 2012 was about the end of the world. It was

full of special effects and no real strong relationships, which gave you no anchor

to the eventuality of it all. When I finally saw the movie, I knew then for sure the

2012 events were to happen, not because of the movie, but because they did not

want you to believe that it would happen. The movie should have been a

blockbuster, but the Illuminati do not want you to know the truth. Here comes the

truth about 2010: End of the World? (Friday, 15 August 2008)

We are not experiencing global warming. We are experiencing earth

regeneration. Imagine a dog filled with tick and mites and fleas. The dog

scratches and scratches and pests only continue to plaugue the dog. The dotg’s

master purchases flea powder, flea collar, and pet products, but guess what?

Those pests only come back and bite and bite and bite. The dog and master tires

of this and the dog gets a bath at the vet and is not allowed to go out to play.

Well the dog is the earth. And the earth is shaking its pests—the polluters, the

waste-mongers, the haters of Creation, the destroyers of the Heavenly Garden

so graciously placed us in to maintain. This Vineyard is Father God’s and people

act like it belongs to satan. Do not give evil this Garden which is your inheritance

along with Heaven and spiritual things which you and I cannot begin to imagine.
(TO BE CONTINUED)
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